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Sergei Levik and his Contemporaries
Singers of Russia 1900 - 1917
On this record are assembled examples of singing by artists who feature prominently
in Levik's Memoirs. The choice reflects which artists agreed to have their voices recorded
and which records have survived. It was decided to restrict the list, too, to Russian artists.
We can only marvel at the great vividness of these records, most of them recorded
more than a century ago. Labinsky, for example, might be in the room. This is a tribute
both to the engineers who made the records in the first place and to the technology
available today to draw the sound from them. However, the prominence of some of the
artists the Memoirs required their inclusion even though in a few cases excellent copies of
their records could not be found. Also, the choice in the case of Chaliapin was dictated by
the wish to show him at a time when Levik heard him frequently and in a part which he
describes in detail; technically, many of his later records sound better.
In many walks of life it is customary to bemoan the present and to extol the past.
Certainly collectors tend to preserve what they consider to be good and certainly from
what is considered to be good the choice for this recital has aimed at what is felt to be
outstanding. Thus, from the astonishingly large number of records issued even in the
earliest years of the industry, a double distillation has taken place. If this recital does
succeed in presenting the highest standards of singing in Russia in the period immediately
before the Great War then what should we extol and what should we bemoan?
One thing is immediately striking; an extra-musical matter. It is the sheer technical
competence of most of these singers. Kastorsky, Labinsky and Nezhdanova, for example,
are in absolute control of their instruments; Yershov sings a cadenza which would be
ludicrous if not perfectly executed with utter reliability. Notes are attacked dead on pitch.
Nowhere is there a wobble indicative of faulty production from inadequate training or over
use. Never does the listener fear the singer won't quite make it, and there was no
possibility in those days of editing. A second point is the astonishing beauty of many of the
voices; the listener's right is to select some above others, but it seems fair to suggest that
the voice of Figner has a much better sound than was and is often ascribed to it. And if
"old" singers are frequently accused of excesses of virtuoso exhibition at the expense of the
drama supposedly being portrayed, then has the Flower Song ever been performed more
passionately than by Eugene Vitting?

1
“After the eighth lesson Medvedyev began to work with me on the Demon. Not
individual arias, but the entire role, which he thought ... grateful for a lyrico-dramatic
baritone ... The role of the Demon is melodious and in a comfortable tessitura ... it trains
one in smooth, expressive singing. In addition the expressiveness of the music corresponds
to the text and this closeness helps correct phrasing.” - Levik
2
Kamionsky had studied singing with Gabel and there was hardly another singer at
that time whose singing was such an outstanding advertisement. When ten years later I
mentioned his name to Battistini, he interrupted me “A marvellously well-trained voice!”
and that was that.
3
Shevelev, the son of a tailor, had sung in a choir from childhood and began to
appear in opera at the age of twenty-two. His voice was exceptionally beautiful, with a well
rounded sound that made it appear powerful ... His Russian breadth and youthful dash
made him imposing as Gryaznoi (Tsar's Bride) and the merchant Kalshnikov ... He sang
quite naturally with simplicity and warmth.
4
Sibiriakov started the aria for the third time, admittedly from the middle. I listened
attentively and what did I hear? An enormous wave of soft sound which was
phenomenally powerful, where the top and the bottom notes sounded equally rich and
strong and the middle was wonderfully firm - a voice in which the forte and piano were
equally full and supported unshakably firmly on a column of air, marvellously supported
on the breath.
4
Like every major artist (Davidov) didn't fix an interpretation once created, but
worked at it in every way... I was able to see his deeply lyrical Hermann. There's no doubt
that Davidov deviated from Pushkin's intentions as well as Tchaikovsky's but it was done
with such skill that any critic's hair-splitting crumbled before the fresh perception of this
wonderful artist's creative charm.
5
One of the most successful artists appearing at the Narodny Dom was the tenor
Klementyev. Above average height, broad-shouldered, a boxer by profession, who at one
time had even been a referee at matches; he had typically broad Russian features which
lent themselves to make up and he was a gifted actor, particularly in comic roles. He had
an exceptional voice - large and soft, of a beautiful quality with an almost baritonal middle
and yet at the same time free top notes - a voice over which he had complete control. In
my experience he was the best Russian Manrico, vocally. He also sang the Wagnerian
repertoire without difficulty or strain.
7
In the summer of 1909 I got to know Dmitri Smirnov ... equipped by nature to
become the equal of Russian singers like Yershov, Sobinov and Davidov ... He had a
powerful lyric tenor of great range of a slightly rough timbre ... As well as a good voice
and the ability to use it, Smirnov possessed an attractive appearance and diction. Tall and

well-built, he spoke with a beautiful Moscow accent ... the more performances of his I
saw, the more I came to appreciate his natural talent.
8
Some of my most vivid impressions in those early years in St. Petersburg were
associated with Nikolai Figner, whom I quickly got to know well. He appeared to be one
of those unusual artists who have achieved pre-eminence on the stage not so much as the
result of their innate qualities as of an exceptional knowledge of how to make use of these
gifts - a knowledge acquired through enormous and unremitting labour. There cannot be a
more contradictory figure in the whole history of vocal art as Figner. The possessor of an
average voice, he became an outstanding singer-vocalist. Without great natural musicality,
he captivated the general public as well as the most demanding musicians through his
musicianship, subtle taste and sheer wealth of detail.
8
Litvinne was virtually unrivalled for her combination of natural gifts and trained
sound ... after hearing a single act you forgot all other excellent voices: you had never
heard another voice like Litvinne's, for fullness of the sound itself, for the enchanting
timbre, for the softness and the richness of the range of colourings or for such music in the
sound itself ... (the) ease (of) the soprano heights, the firmness of the mezzo-soprano and
the contralto depths ... In each role Litvinne's voice seemed made for that particular role:
in every sound was the music of the particular character. Irrespective of the tessitura and
language ... the articulation of every word was clear and somehow transparent. This made
it seem very easy ... but in fact it was always the result of enormous preparation
beforehand.
10
During the break I asked timidly: "Miss Kuznetsova, you must have sung Thaïs on
many occasions, why are working on the role in such detail only now?"
"First, because one must work all one's life. Secondly, from time to time Petrovsky and I
look at what we did a long time ago. Don't you like it?"
"On the contrary" I said, "I'm only envious that you have the facilities; our colleagues don't
have them."
"When I began I didn't have them either. Or rather they were there but I didn't know how
to look for them. My advice to you is go and find them."
11
Male voices like Baklanov's with a two and a half octave range are rare. The timbre
of his voice was similar to Tartakov's, beefy and full-bodied like Grigori Pirogov's. He had
an excellent cantilena. His diction and musicianship were of a high standard. In short he
was a talented and versatile artist - all his roles were carefully and interestingly rounded.
12
Lipkovskaya was a genuine pearl of a singer who, of the Russians, perhaps was
second only to Nezhdanova. At the beginning of her career she had an excellent voice as
well as considerable dramatic gifts ... The Russian Snow Maiden, in her holy simplicity
and the capricious minx Rosina are two absolutely opposite roles and they were both
performed by Lipkovskaya with equal success.

13
Gryzunov was a fine Onegin, approaching the best exponents that I have seen and
at times surpassing them. His calm and clear-cut musical phrasing, the superb portrayal of
the elegant dandy and the well-presented indifference really made me believe that
Gryzunov was a cold actor without temperament and when I saw him as Barnaba (La
Gioconda) I was very pleasantly surprised. Such natural cynicism and such black
depravity emanated from this most villainous of all operatic villains that it was difficult to
believe that here was the singer whom I had heard as Onegin. The depths of villainy were
evident in every phrase. Gryzunov sang the address to the palace in the first act
incomparably more brilliantly than any other singer I have heard in this role, and with more
vivid contrasts of phrasing. He was a skilled actor and knew how to make his eyes look
cunning.
14
The tenor Damaev ... had a magnificent voice ... with free top notes ... having been
a shepherd, (he) didn't have much training and quite early on started heavy roles; being a
slave to his own temperament, towards the second half of a big opera, he would
sometimes fade out: the timbre would lose its sheen and the pitch would start playing
tricks. It was a pity, as with his natural gifts he could have become a great singer but
obviously it was beyond his powers not to force.
15
The ease and lack of constraint in Nezhdanova's singing seemed to exceed even a
bird's. No bird had the sincerity and warmth of Nezhdanova's singing and the most
beautiful nightingale, pouring forth its trills dies away and catches the attention of nature
around. Even this tiniest measure of immodesty was alien to Nezhdanova and because of
this vocal simplicity, Nezhdanova's vocal creations were so effective.
16
Yershov had different timbres as wide-ranging as his emotions and therefore his
rendering of John of Leyden's romance in Le Prophète was tender and poetical;
Musorgsky's "Colonel" was sad and malicious; Khlopusha's Song (in Pashchenko's The
Eagle's Rebellion) was contemptuous and mocking; Siegmund and Siegfried's cries were
of joyous victory and rapturous triumph; Kuterma's howls in The Invisible City of Kitezh
were full of suffering; the last utterance of Herod in Salome - "Kill that woman" was of
horrified despair that alarmed him as well as the others present; Hoffmann's "Tale of
Kleinzack" was full of cunning and ambiguity; Siegmund's duet with Sieglinde ... was
moving and radiantly inspired.
17
Sobinov was a celebrity almost from the very start and the gentle, caressing timbre
of his voice, his vocal charm, his wonderful diction and his elegant stage presence, along
with a highly developed intellect, rare in an opera singer, all combined to make him a firstclass exponent of a wide repertoire which included Lensky, the Prince in Rusalka, Nadir,
Alfredo and Lohengrin.

18
Kastorsky's success, not only in Russia but literally throughout the whole of Europe
was enormous. The Italians rated the sonority as superior to even that of Chaliapin. It was
distinguished by a full-bodied though exceptionally soft timbre and a noble-sounding
middle and bottom; the top was slightly dull. His career on stage lasted for almost fortyfive years and for another ten or twelve he sang on the radio and in concerts.
19
There was always a trace of sadness and reserve in Tartakov's singing, which
slightly lessened the effect of bravura passages and arias and reduced their brilliance. It
also gave his singing an especial lyricism and intimacy in Eugene Onegin and The Demon;
a sadness in Gryaznoi and Telramund; it added bitterness to roles like Rigoletto and Tonio;
it was irresistibly attractive in the songs of Tchaikovsky, Rimsky, Schubert, Schumann and
other masters of the Lied. The finish of the phrasing, his unhackneyed treatment of
material and his generally elegaic tone was as though a close friend had been sitting with
you in a gradually darkening room and with feeling had related some recent passion,
disappointment or hope, raised then crushed.
20
Vitting's voice was beautiful and quite large. The mezzo-carattere qualities of the
sound, the rich middle and free top notes allowed him such diverse roles as Vladimir
(Prince Igor) and Sobinin, the Indian Guest (Sadko) and Tannhäuser, Likov (Tsar's
Bride) and Raoul. Having studied singing in Italy with del Fiume, Vitting brought to the
Russian theatre the best qualities of the Italian school ...
21
For many years Labinsky was the major lyric tenor after Sobinov and Smirnov. He
had a soft-grained voice and apart from some rather strained notes at the very top, sang
with a soft, light tone. His middle and falsetto which were cunningly blended into the
voice, were very good ... A careful listener, he observed nuances of musical style, he was
a concert performer of a reasonably high standard thanks to his innate musicality.
22
It is impossible to find another voice either in history or in the reminiscences of
those who are alive, which was so rich in timbres as Chaliapin's. When he sang a particular
note in "Shrovetide" from Serov's Power of Evil or the climaxes of Boito's Mefistofele, we
weren't aware of the expansion of breath, of the air -column, or of the tension which makes
one prick up one's ears. We heard, we were ready to affirm that we saw an infinite
expanse of timbre, of cascades of timbre, of colour that was unique to Chaliapin.
23
Alexander Moszhukhin, the younger brother of the film star Ivan Moszhukhin, had
come to the Theatre of Musical Drama with considerable experience as an actor in the
provinces. His stage experience was twice that of any other member of the company.
Without education, he was very quick on the uptake, exceptionally hard-working and had
stamina. He was a rich-sounding high bass, almost a low baritone ... he worked hard on his
recital material and had some success. Here his innate qualities were obvious: attention to
detail and, as correctly noted by the press, good taste.

24
"When you sing the part of the Demon well and your voice is settled in it,"
(Medvedyev) once said to me, "then you'll sing anything else easily. Only one must
develop and maintain the flexibility of the voice all the time; it doesn't come of its own
accord and is easily lost." - Levik
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On one occasion I was told that I was singing wrongly.
"What is right?" I would repeatedly ask anyone who might have the answer. In my search
I began to listen to the people around me, how they sang, how they read aloud and even
how they spoke. This passion for detailed observation has remained with me all my life
and has become, as it were, a second auditory nature. – Sergei Levik

